
Five Tips for Dining
Room Table Shopping



Your dining room table is where your family and friends 
gather for celebratory dinners, holidays and special 
occasions.
 
We’ve created the How To  Buyer’s Guide to help you 
choose the perfect dining room table to suit your 
home, lifestyle and budget.
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Before you start looking for a dining room table, think about your 
style and lifestyle. 

At Bondars, we offer dining room tables that fit different styles 
and tastes (see following):

What's Your Style?
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TIMELESS ELEGANCE

Are you drawn to furniture pieces that reflect an understated 
elegance? Keep the large pieces traditional in design and choose 
light coloured accents to balance the room.

BOLD CONTEMPORARY

Are you a modernist who likes the contemporary look? Adding a 
splash of colour with abstract art can add warmth to the room while 
complementing a dining room table with glass and chrome features.

URBAN INDUSTRIAL

Are you the traditional type who likes an industrial twist? Rich warm 
woods and cool metal detail or stone accents can add an interesting 
edge to large bright rooms.

CREATIVE INTERNATIONAL

Are you a creative type who prefers a continental flavour? Explore 
European styles that complement each other. Furniture pieces 
with Italian flair in a room with Scandinavian sensibility can add a 
positive contrast.



Before choosing a table, it is important to measure 
your room to ensure adequate space for comfortable 
place settings and enough room to move around 
the table when your guests are seated. In some 
cases, a narrow table with extensions is the best 
choice. If you intend to use your table for more 
intimate dinners in a small room, a round table 
may be the best choice for you. 

Table Size and
Room Space
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Balancing Form 
and Function

Think about how the dining room table will 
be used and not just how it looks. For many 
people, the dining room table is only used for 
special occasions. For others, it is a central piece 
in family life and used for multiple purposes. 
Marble, quartz composite or cast stone are 
hard wearing tabletops, while hardwood is 
durable and easily repaired. For small spaces, 
a glass table top can help create a sense of 
space and light.03



Let’s Not Forget 
the Legs

Just as there are various table top styles, there are 
different base types to choose from. In addition 
to how the legs look, the base of the table plays 
an important role in comfort and function.

A four-legged base seems like a straightforward 
choice, but there are a few variations on this 
design. A pedestal base provides a traditional 
design that can be either formal or informal and 
won’t affect chair placement. Sawhorse legs can 
add an industrial or contemporary look to your 
table, and the hairpin leg is a light, attractive and 
durable style.04



Lifetime Value
Classic design, affordability and functionality 
are important details to consider when buying 
a dining room table. Good taste never goes 
out of style, and as we know, quality furniture 
pieces are timeless.

Quality furniture may be more expensive at 
the onset, but over the long term, the value is 
maintained or even increased. The memories 
of meals shared around the table will last a 
lifetime, and so will your table.
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At Bondars, our sales and design associates are committed to helping you find the 
right furniture pieces for you, your lifestyle and your home. Visit our showroom 
and put our product knowledge and design expertise to the test.
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